How to Access and Use eBooks
Online Resources at Hartford Seminary Library: NetLibrary eBook Collection from EBSCO

Did you know that literally thousands of eBooks can be borrowed through the
Hartford Seminary Library? Having eBooks expands our holdings without taking
up shelf space, and allows borrowers to access the texts directly from their
home computers without having to troop in to 77 Sherman Street, or to have
bulky volumes sent to you snail-mail.
Let’s say you’re interested in the subject area of Celtic religious expression.
While a search of the online catalog (accessing the catalog is treated separately)
shows over half a dozen printed books on the topic of Celtic religion, a separate
search of the eBook collection yields 18 titles, none of which are available in
hard copy in the Seminary Library. Here’s how to access them:
From the Seminary homepage www.hartsem.edu, access the Library homepage
by clicking on the Library button – the fifth button at the top of the page. From
the Library homepage, first select “Databases” and then “Articles.” This will
take you to a search page from EBSCO; if you are familiar with searching for
journal articles, this new page should look familiar. The tenth database will
search and access eBooks.
Since our subject area is Celtic religious expression, enter Celtic religion search
box. The results include over a dozen books. Let’s focus on the eighth one:
Celtic Christianity: Making Myths and Chasing Dreams. To find which chapter
is the best ‘fit’ for your research, you can have a look at the Table of Contents
without having to access the entire book. Click on “Table of Contents”, found
in the Detailed Record of the eBook. This will allow you to look at separate
sections of the title without having to download the entire .pdf of the text.
The Table of Contents shows that Chapter 6, “But lo, there breaks a yet more
glorious day” deals with the current revival of interest in Celtic Christianity,
beginning at page 189. Click on that chapter title, and you will be taken
directly to page 189.
If you would like to save or email more than one item that appeared from your
search, you will need to use the Folder feature. Adding one or more items from
a search to a folder will then allow you to print or email the text in question, or
to save the results of your search for future reference. THIS CAN BE DONE NOT
ONLY WITH eBOOKS, BUT WITH ANY OTHER EBSCO DATABASES.
It should also be noted that eBooks can be accessed directly through the OPAC
(Online Public Access Catalog): eBooks are classified by the Catalog exactly the
same as physical books – but eBooks don’t have to be checked out, or renewed,

or returned. There are no fines associated with borrowing eBooks, because
eBooks aren’t actually borrowed – they are downloaded directly to you.
Of course, there are other features available to you as an eBook user. Please
feel free to experiment with some of the possibilities, or contact a Librarian for
further, personalized assistance. We can be reached at library@hartsem.edu or
(if you prefer) by phone at 860-509-9500.
Enjoy!

